
Getting ready to write

Pre-Writing shapes
Before your child is ready to learn to form letters and numbers, he or she 
will need to be able to confidently draw several basic strokes.  In order 
of development they are:

 � a vertical line

 � a horizontal line

 � a circle

 � a cross

 � a square

 � a diagonal line

 � an X

 � a triangle. 

Practice these shapes with your child

At home ideas

 � Paint with water
Give our child a paintbrush and a small container of water, then show them how to ‘paint’ shapes on 
your fence, driveway, patio or any other outdoor surface. Water dries quickly and it’s not messy, so 
this activity is a win-win for children and parents!

 � Sandy shapes
Draw shapes in the sand at the beach, by the lake, at the end of a river or even in your backyard 
sandpit. Encourage your child to use a stick or just their fingers.

 � Shaving cream fun
You might like to do this in the bathroom, or use a plastic tablecloth on a table or floor to limit the 
mess you’ll inevitably make with this novel activity. All you need to do is cover a surface with shaving 
cream, and show your child how to use their index finger to imitate, copy, trace or draw the pre-
writing shapes. Try this activity on a vertical plane to add an extra challenge. For example, write on 
a mirror or on a tile wall while in the bathtub. By working on a vertical plane, your child uses their 
shoulder to stabilize their arm movements, building extra strengthen and increasing the stability of 
their arm and shoulder muscles.
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 � Finger painting
Enjoy food old-fashioned finger painting on paper that’s attached to a table, easel, or the wall. Teach 
your child to cover the paper with paint and then use their fingers to imitate, copy, trace or draw the 
pre-writing shapes. Old clothes or one of dad’s tee-shirts is a must for this messy, but enjoyable fine-
motor skills activity.

 � Practice with chalk
Kids love to draw on blackboards, but another creative way to practice pre-writing shapes is to let 
your child draw them on your driveway, patio or any other outdoor surface such as a path. Don’t 
worry, the chalk washes off, but the skills your child gains with this creative practice will stay with 
them! 


